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NEW QUESTION: 1
Refer to the exhibit.
Which Cisco IM & Presence deployment is shown?
A. mixed
B. hybrid
C. high availability
D. basic
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
A technician is installing an upgrade of Windows on a machine using an external drive. After
rebooting the installation process hangs and reports the media cannot be found. Which of the
following will correct this issue?
A. Change the CPU speed in the BIOS to a supported value
B. Load third party drivers for the external drive and adapter
C. Select PXE boot as the first boot method in the BIOS
D. Reset the system clock to a previous time and date
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
A. Option A
B. Option D
C. Option C

D. Option B
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which setting in the system parameter feature screen will enable TTI to be applicable to both
analog and digital stations?
A. Terminal Trans. Init.? Y, TTI state = 'data', TTI enable = 'y', TTI security code = '1709', CTI
enabled = 'y'.
B. Terminal Trans. Init.? Y, TTI state = 'voice', TTI enable = 'y', TTI security code = '1709', CTI
enabled = 'n'.
C. Terminal Trans. Init.? Y, TTI state = 'vdata', TTI enable = 'y', TTI security code = '1709', CTI
enabled = 'n'.
D. Terminal Trans. Init.? Y, TTI state = 'voice', TTI enable = 'y', TTI security code = '1709', CTI
enabled = 'y'.
Answer: D
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